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Iron-based electrochemical catalysts used to modify electrodes for biosensing have received more

attention from biosensor manufacturers because of their excellent biocompatibility and low cost. In this

work, a fast-ion conductor potassium ferrite (K2Fe4O7) modified glassy carbon electrode (GCE) was

prepared for detecting epinephrine (EP) by electrochemical techniques. The obtained K2Fe4O7/GCE

electrode exhibited not only a wide linear range over EP concentration from 2 mM to 260 mM with

a detection limit of 0.27 mM (S/N = 3) but also high selectivity toward EP in the presence of common

interferents ascorbic acid (AA) and uric acid (UA), as well as good reproducibility and stability.
Introduction

Epinephrine (EP), C9H13NO3 [(R)-4-(1-hydroxy-2-[methylamin]
ethyl) benzene-1,2-diol], is a vital neurotransmitter belonging
to the catecholamine group in the central nervous system of
mammals.1 In pharmaceutical applications, EP has been
utilized to treat various conditions such as myocardial infarc-
tion, bronchial asthma, Parkinson's disease, and hyperten-
sion.2,3 The multifaceted effects of EP include cardiovascular
and cerebrovascular constriction, augmentation of heart
activity, and elevation of blood pressure.4 These ailments are
closely associated with the concentration levels of EP in the
human body. Accurate detection of EP in biological uids like
blood and urine holds immense signicance.5

Several quantitative analytical methods have been estab-
lished to determine EP concentrations, such as high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),6 uorimetry,7

and electrochemiluminescence.8 Since EP is an electroactive
molecule, electrochemical techniques have emerged as prac-
tical and cost-effective approaches.9 Electrochemical sensors
utilizing glassy carbon electrodes (GCE) and carbon paste
electrodes have been commonly employed for EP detection. To
enhance their performance, various materials, such as organic
molecules,10 polymers11, carbon nanotubes12, graphene13, and
precious metals14, have been explored as catalysts to modify the
bare electrodes, resulting in improved electrocatalytic activity
for EP.

Iron, the fourth most abundant element in the Earth's crust,
has garnered considerable attention for its catalytic properties,
particularly iron oxides.15 Iron is also integral to biomolecules
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such as hemoglobin and myoglobin. Consequently, iron-
containing materials have shown promise in biosensor appli-
cations. Recent studies have successfully detected dopamine
(DA), another catecholamine neurotransmitter, using elec-
trodes modied with iron oxide nanoparticles,16–18 Fe-based
metal–organic frameworks (MOFs),19 and cobalt-doped
FePS3.20 However, no reported electrode is modied by iron-
based materials that demonstrate electrocatalytic activity for
the oxidation of EP.

K2Fe4O7, a compound displaying superionic conducting
properties, is particularly favorable for enhancing the transfer
ability of electrons. Our research group has previously reported
successfully applying a K2Fe4O7-modied GCE electrode to
determine DA.21 Building on this, we explore the electrocatalytic
activity of the K2Fe4O7/GCE electrode towards the oxidation
of EP in this work. Furthermore, we investigate the performance
of the electrode in detecting EP in the presence of interfering
substances, such as ascorbic acid (AA) and uric acid (UA).
The reproducibility and stability of the EP sensor are also
evaluated.
Materials and methods
Materials

Epinephrine (EP) (99%), uric acid (UA) (99%), and ascorbic acid
(AA) (99%) were bought from Sigma-Aldrich (Shanghai, China).
Fe (NO3)3$9H2O, KOH, KH2PO4, HCl, and K2HPO4, were
purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent. Co. (China). All
chemicals were analytical grade and used without any treat-
ment. The phosphate buffer solution (PBS, 0.1 M) was prepared
with K2HPO4 and KH2PO4, and the pH value ranging from 6.0 to
7.8 was adjusted by changing the radio of K2HPO4 and KH2PO4.
Aqueous solutions used in experiments were prepared using
deionized water with a resistance of 18.5 MU cm−1 obtained
from an ultrapure water system (Wotepu, China).
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Instruments and measurements

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) experiments were measured on
a Rigaku D-Max 2550 diffractometer (Rigaku, Japan) with Cu-Ka
radiation (l = 1.5418 Å). UV-Vis absorption spectra were
collected with a UV-2450 spectrometer (Hitachi, Japan). All
electrochemical measurements were tested at room tempera-
ture by CHI660C electrochemical workstation (Chenhua Co.,
Shanghai, China). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and differential
pulse voltammetry (DPV) were performed in a standard three-
electrode system, which included bare and modied GCE as
the working electrodes, Ag/AgCl/KCl (0.1 M) as the reference
electrode, and platinum as the counter electrode.
Preparation of K2Fe4O7

We acquired the single-phase crystalline K2Fe4O7 through the
hydrothermal method previously reported.22 To ensure purity,
the crystal surface was cleaned with 2.0 M HCl and washed
several times with distilled water. Aer washing, the crystal was
dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C. The crystal was nally ground
into a powder using a mortar for about one hour.
Fig. 1 The simulation and powder XRD patterns of K2Fe4O7.

Fig. 2 (a) CV of bare GCE and K2Fe4O7/GCE in 0.1 M PBS (pH = 7.4) co
containing 100 mM EP at scan rates of 10–100 mV s−1. (c) The plots of r

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Construction of the modied electrode

The GCE (diameter = 3 mm) was polished with 0.05 mm
alumina slurry. Aerward, the electrodes were ultrasonically
cleaned in distilled water for 5 min and le to air dry at room
temperature. The K2Fe4O7 dispersion was prepared by adding
3 mg K2Fe4O7 powder to a mixture of 5 mL dimethylformamide
and 1 mL Naon and then sonicating for 30 min. Take 10 mL of
the dispersion at a time and drop it on the surface of the elec-
trode, then let it dry naturally at room temperature and repeat
three times until the K2Fe4O7 is spread evenly over the surface of
the electrode.

Results and discussion
Characterization of K2Fe4O7

The crystal phase and purity of K2Fe4O7 were conrmed
through X-ray Diffraction analysis, as shown in Fig. 1. The
results indicate that K2Fe4O7 was successfully synthesized with
a high purity level (Detailed crystal information is given in ESI
S1†). Moreover, the samples obtained aer grinding exhibited
similarity to those identied through single crystal structure
simulation. This observation suggests that the crystal structure
of K2Fe4O7 remained unchanged even aer the grinding
process.

The electrochemical response of EP

The electrochemical response of EP on the electrode surface
and the electrocatalytic behavior of K2Fe4O7 were investigated
through the CV method. Initially, the bare electrode and
K2Fe4O7/GCE electrode were separately tested in PBS containing
100 mM EP. The CV results, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a), indicate
that the response current of the K2Fe4O7/GCE electrode was
notably higher as compared to the bare electrode, thus indi-
cating a considerable electrocatalytic effect of K2Fe4O7 on EP. It
is important to note that the CV plot clearly shows two sets of
redox peaks. Specically, A1/B1 corresponds to the redox process
between adrenaline and adrenoquinone, and the relevant
calculations in the testing process are based on the data from
this oxidation peak unless otherwise specied. The other redox
peaks represent the redox process between adrenochrome and
ntaining 100 mM EP. (b) CVs of K2Fe4O7/GCE in 0.1 M PBS (pH = 7.4)
esponse currents and the square root of scan rate.
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Table 1 Comparison of the EP sensors reported in the literature

Material
Linear range
(mM) LOD (mM) Technique Reference

sG/Pd/GCE 2–50 0.1 DPV 26
ZnO/MWCNTs/GCE 0.4–2.4 0.016 DPV 27
Ty/MWCNTs/GCE 0.6–100 0.51 DPV 28
CAP/MWCNT/GCE 50–1150 7.2 CA 29
Graphene/GCE 0.2–100 0.001 CV 30
P(L-Asp)/ERGO/GCE 0.1–110 0.025 SWV 31
This work 2–260 0.27 DPV This work
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5,6-dihydroxy-N-methylindole23 (Fig. S2†). The reason for the
appearance of this specic pair of redox peaks is that K2Fe4O7

has previously been demonstrated to be used as a catalyst for
the oxygen evolution reaction. During the test, oxygen genera-
tion accompanies the oxidation of epinephrine to adreno-
chrome, resulting in a second pair of redox peaks. Additionally,
the change in response current with scan rate can reect the
kinetic process of EP on the electrode surface. With a scan rate
increase from 10 mV s−1 to 100 mV s−1, there was a noticeable
linear relationship between the response current and the square
root of the scan rate, as shown in Fig. 2(b and c). This linearity
proves that the redox process of EP is diffusion-controlled24
The effect of pH

To investigate the effect of pH on the performance of the elec-
trochemical sensor for EP, PBS solutions with various pH values
containing 100 mM EP were prepared and tested (Fig. 3(a)). The
results showed that the response potential of the sensor dis-
played a linear decrease with the increase of pH, with a slope of
approximately 0.052 mV pH−1, indicating the transfer of two
protons during the reaction.25 The response current of the
sensor increased with the pH value until it reached its
maximum value at pH 7.4, aer which it decreased with further
increases in pH. As a result, pH 7.4 was determined to be the
optimal pH value for the sensor (Fig. 3(a)). Subsequent experi-
ments were conducted at this pH value unless otherwise
specied.
Calibration curve

Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) was employed as a highly
responsive and rapid detection technique for adrenaline (EP).
To establish the relationship between the response current and
the concentration of EP, DPV scans were performed in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with varying concentrations of
EP (Fig. 3(b and c)). The results revealed a robust linear corre-
lation between the response current and EP concentration
within the range of 2 mM to 260 mM. The equation for this
relationship is Ip (mA) = 0.00848C(EP) (mM) + 0.2756, with an
impressive coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.998). Addition-
ally, the limit of detection for this sensor was determined to be
Fig. 3 (a) The plots of pH with response current and response potential in
EP concentrations in 0.1 M PBS (pH = 7.4). (c) Plots of the response cur
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0.27 mM (See S3† for specic LOD calculations). The compara-
tive analysis presented in Table 1 demonstrates the successful
development of an EP sensor compared with other previously
published studies.

Selectivity of the sensor

During the electrochemical quantication of EP using biosen-
sors, interfering substances such as ascorbic acid (AA) and uric
acid (UA) can affect the accuracy of the results.32 The DPV
method was employed to assess the selectivity of the K2Fe4O7/
GCE electrode towards EP. The electrochemical activity of AA
and UA on the surface of the K2Fe4O7/GCE electrode was
investigated, as depicted in Fig. 4(a). Interestingly, it was
observed that AA exhibited no detectable electrochemical
response, and although urea showed a weak electrochemical
response around 0.32 V, it did not affect the detection results.
The results indicate the sensor's exceptional selectivity towards
EP.

Repeatability and stability

K2Fe4O7 has been demonstrated to be a viable material for
electrochemical analysis. Maintaining good repeatability and
stability is crucial for electrochemical sensors in the detection
process. The modied electrode was subjected to 25 indepen-
dent measurements in a buffering solution containing 100 mM
EP to further validate its repeatability and stability as an elec-
trochemical sensor. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the results exhibited
a relative standard deviation of 2.92%. The electrochemical
0.1 M PBS containing 100 mM EP. (b) DPV of K2Fe4O7/GCE for different
rent and EP concentrations (2–260 mM).

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 (a) DPV response of K2Fe4O7/GCE in 0.1 M PBS (pH = 7.4) containing 1 mM AA; 1 mM AA and 100 mM UA; 100 mM UA and 100 mM EP; 100
mM EP respectively. (b) Results of eight independent tests of K2Fe4O7/GCE. (c) Brief detection mechanism.
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signal remained stable, showing the sensor's suitability for EP
detection.
Detection mechanism

K2Fe4O7 has been demonstrated to be a viable material for
electrochemical analysis. However, according to our previous
research, the molecule cannot directly gain electrons on the
electrode surface.21 But K2Fe4O7 has been shown to be a solid
electrolyte,22 which further illustrates that the valence state of
elemental iron can undergo a reversible transition. Thus, we
proposed a brief detection mechanism (Fig. 4(c)).
Conclusions

In summary, K2Fe4O7 was investigated as an electrode modi-
cation material to detect EP efficiently. The response currents of
the electrode display a linear increase proportional to the
concentrations of EP from 2 mM to 260 mM, with a detection
limit of 0.27 mM (S/N = 3). Additionally, K2Fe4O7/GCE performs
a high selectivity and stability. This electrochemical sensor
provides another application of iron-based catalyst and offers
a new choice in detecting EP.
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